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Uniting Kids with Nature,
A Fantastic First-Time Experience
First ever JDW Memorial
Outdoor Weekend connects
underserved kids with the
outdoors for a weekend they’ll
never forget.

PAJARITO ENVIRONM ENTAL EDUCAT ION CENTER

McCracken said, “These kids had never participated
in anything like this before. When they first arrived,
you could see that they were apprehensive about
camping, hiking, and horseback
riding. By the end, you could see a
dramatic transformation. They
gained confidence in their abilities
to enjoy all the outdoors has to
offer. I guarantee that this was an
experience they will never forget and hopefully it will
lead them to get out in nature more often. It was a
very awesome experience for all.”

“It was the coolest and
awesomest. I wish I
could go again.”

By Katherine Watson
In late September, ten 6 th and 7th graders from Pojoaque
Valley Schools were selected by their principal and
teachers to participate in the first ever JDW Memorial
Outdoor Weekend. The program was developed by a
small group of donors who have ties to the Los Alamos
Ranch School. They wanted to give kids the magical
experience of connecting with nature from the back of a
horse.
Though the kids were fearful at first—of the horses, of
being outside at night without their parents, of the
haunted house on the Ghost Ranch property—by the
end of the weekend they were camping, hiking, and
riding like old ranch hands. Participant Alan summed it
up best for the whole group when he said, “It was the
coolest and awesomest. I wish I could go again.”
Gene McCracken, Gallina resident, teacher, wrangler,
and mentor to countless young folks, led the weekend.

This was the first time these kids participated in an
outdoor program. Their faces say it all. Photo taken at
Chimney Rock.

Citizen Science at
What Bloomed in October 2015?
By Craig Martin

Students learn about solar energy by building a
passive solar box.

Sixth Graders Reach for the Stars
By Siobhan Niklasson
The Los Alamos Nature Center’s planetarium has
opened up a new sphere of study for PEEC’s school
programs.
This fall, we created a field trip for sixth graders that
focuses on features of the stars. Most of the district’s
sixth graders attended the field trip, which also included
a solar energy lesson produced through our contract
with the Los Alamos County Department of Public
Utilities.

One of PEEC’s long-term citizen science projects is
“What’s Blooming in October?,” a question posed by
Chick Keller to track effects of climate changes on
our diverse population of wild plants. Since 2012,
Chick has been urging PEEC volunteers to keep track
of the plants they spot blooming in October. I’ve been
collecting the observations and looking for interesting
trends. Here’s the data for 2015.
Last year the flower observers found 144 species in
bloom during October. That is one shy of the most
species, which were observed in 2013.
Common species on the list are the typical fall
bloomers like purple aster species, yellow Field
Chrysanthemum, several fleabanes, red Desert
Trumpet, and evening primrose. These are plants that
are adaptable to a wide range of temperature and
precipitation conditions and we’ve seen these every
year.

We focused our study on the constellation Orion, which,
in addition to being one of our most familiar winter
constellations, provides a useful laboratory for looking at
the variety of sizes and colors of stars.
Students learned how Betelgeuse, in the shoulder of
Orion, is a red supergiant at the end of its lifecycle and
how blue stars like Rigel, in Orion’s foot, have much
hotter surface temperatures than red stars.
As a follow-up to the field trip, we hosted a sixth-grade
star party at the nature center. On a clear Saturday
evening, many sixth graders and their families used
telescopes and binoculars to observe the moon, the
Pleiades, and the Ring Nebula, among other night-sky
objects. PEEC’s volunteer astronomers helped the
students navigate the night sky.
Through planetarium-based school programs, we hope
to help students develop an appreciation for the wonders
of our night sky. If you would like to learn more about the
night sky, come to one of our public planetarium shows,
held most Friday nights at 7 p.m.
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Bigelow Aster. Photo by Craig Martin.
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Pajarito Environmental Education Center
This year’s observers found 25 species not reported
from the previous three years. I attribute the long list of
new plants to two factors. The first reflects that the
observers covered more territory this year, their hikes
ranging from the top of Pajarito Mountain to the Rio
Grande.
The other factor is the response of some species to 3
inches of rain in October. The rain, the most recorded in
October during the last 4 years, followed a typically dry
September. Plants often shut down their flowering in dry
conditions, but respond quickly to rainfall. The October
moisture extended the blooming season of some
perennial plants, for example, Apache Plume, chiming
bells, native thistles, and burdock.
A typical rainfall pattern for Los Alamos is dry spring—
wet summer—dry fall. This pattern was the case in 2012
and 2014. About 110 species were observed blooming
during October of those years. That’s a rough baseline
number for “normal.”
Fall precipitation seems to have a big influence on fall
blooms. In 2013, the summer was drier than normal, but
9 inches of rain fell in September. That year many
summer blooming plants responded to the warm, rainy
September by blooming a second time. They were joined
by fall annuals to give us 145 species reported.
In 2015, only September has produced less than 2
inches of rain. That consistent rainfall and the pulse of
precipitation in October made last fall a fine time for
plant observers.

Scarlet Paintbrush photo by Craig Martin.
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Birders along the Rio Grande. Photo by Beth
Cortright.

The Results Are In!
Los Alamos 2015 Christmas Bird Count
By Mouser Williams
The birding community of Los Alamos hosted its first
official Christmas Bird Count (CBC) since 1953 on
December 19th, 2015. After a very successful
practice count back in March, an application was
submitted to the National Audubon Society to make a
permanent count circle here in Los Alamos. Audubon
accepted our application, allowing us to participate in
the longest-running citizen science program in the
world. Though this was only the second CBC in Los
Alamos history, it was the 116th consecutive year for
the Christmas Bird Count globally.
We had an amazing turnout of 65 birding enthusiasts
participating in the count. This included 15 people
watching bird feeders throughout Los Alamos County
and 50 people split into 12 field teams. All told, the
participants logged over 250 person-hours of bird
observation and collectively hiked over 300 miles of
trail. 60 of the participants were from Los Alamos
County, the remainder came from Santa Fe, Chamita,
and Las Cruces. As participation levels go, this was
an incredibly large CBC by New Mexico standards.
Of the 30 CBC circles in New Mexico in 2014, only
Albuquerque had a CBC with more attendees. Even
Bosque del Apache, a location famous for the quality
of its winter birding, hosted only 23 participants in
2014.
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Citizen Science at Pajarito Environmental Education Center
Bonita while another got as low as 5,400’ along the
Rio Grande near Ancho Rapids.

American Dipper. Photo by Mouser Williams.
The bird count was conducted within a 15-mile diameter
circle that included all of Los Alamos, all of White Rock,
all of Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), all of the
parts of Bandelier that are straightforward to get to, and
about 95% of Los Alamos County. The count area
included forested mountains like Pajarito and Cerro
Grande, canyons filled with ponderosa pines, marshy
wetlands, community oak grasslands, pinyon-juniper
woodlands, and 11 miles of the Rio Grande riparian
corridor. The 12 field teams each concentrated on one
section of the count circle. One team each covered
Bandelier, LANL, White Rock, Los Alamos, Pajarito
Mountain, Cerro Grande, the canyons west of LANL, the
canyons west of Los Alamos, the canyons dividing the
mesas of Los Alamos, and Rendija Canyon and
everything north of it. Three teams worked both sides of
the Rio Grande from north of Buckman to Ancho Rapids.
One team birded as high as 9,700’ north of Cañada

Winter Wren. Photo by Mouser Williams.
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The diverse habitats and elevation range within the
Los Alamos CBC circle provide great winter homes
for a wide array of bird species, and the count results
reflect this fact. In total, the Los Alamos CBC
participants identified over 70 species and counted
thousands of individual birds. The most numerous
birds were Dark-eyed Juncos and House Finches.
The most unusual bird species identified were Sora,
Winter Wren, and American Dipper. The regions of
the count circle where the most bird species were
found were along the Rio Grande and at the
confluence of Acid and Pueblo canyons.
Weather for the count was excellent with lows around
18° F experienced by the teams up in the mountains
in the early morning and highs around 51° F for the
teams working down along the river in the afternoon.
Skies were initially clear, becoming overcast around
mid-day but remaining free of precipitation. The wind
was calm all day, which aided in hearing distant birds.
After the count the participants gathered at Sally and
Joe Fitzgibbon’s house for pizza, warm drinks, and a
chance to hear about what everyone had seen.
Our first Los Alamos Christmas Bird Count in 62
years was a fantastic success and we are really
looking forward to making this an annual tradition.

Birders on the Mountain Team skied into the woods,
where they found woodpeckers and Golden-crowned
Kinglets. Photo by Craig Martin.
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Upcoming Lecture Series
Our mission is to connect people with nature. We
provide a wide variety of programs and bring
speakers to the nature center to enable a deeper
understanding of our natural world. In response to
member requests for talks on topics related to
sustainability issues, we are holding a climate change
lecture series this winter. The next two articles,
written by two of the speakers, provide a background
to their presentation.

One part of the scientific climate puzzle seemed to show
that our oceans have a 60-year cycle that is currently in a
cooling phase, slowing the rise of global temperature
(see image below).

A Speaker’s Perspective
By Chick Keller
Over the past 30 years, scientists studied many
aspects of our changing climate. One piece of this
puzzle cannot give us a clear picture of our complex
world. By combining the pieces, the research reveals
the story of a climate that is significantly impacted by
human activity. It is a story where greenhouse gasses
(GHGs) are the main characters and CO2 is the prima
donna, where changes in GHG concentrations make
the biggest impacts on the overall climate. Indeed,
scientists found that increases in GHG concentrations
from human activities have led to recent observed
warming on a global scale that is uncharacteristic of
the “ups and downs” observed in the historic record.
In short: our world is warming, and it’s due to us.
A statement this bold cannot
and is not made lightly. It is
born from years of research.
Countless people dedicated
their lives to studying the many
aspects of our atmosphere and climate. By
implementing the scientific method under the scrutiny
of their peers, they worked to provide accurate
results. The techniques for determining past
hemispheric temperatures were tested for precision
as well as accuracy. Atmospheric computer models
went through innumerable iterations of testing and
fine-tuning. All this work was and is done with one
goal in mind: to help us understand our world and
what the future might bring. Each potential source of
GHGs was measured and modeled. After rigorous
testing, other scientists compared the patterns to
determine the impact of each source on our climate
at a global level. All this and more has been done.

Increasing global ocean and land surface
temperatures. Graph provided by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (NOAA).
We are more certain than ever that our GHG emissions
are warming the planet, and this change has unexpected
consequences. Warming is often accompanied by
drought. One only needs to look to the Dust Bowl of the
1930s for an example. But what will the future hold for
the semi-arid Southwest?

…emissions are warming the
planet, and this change has
unexpected consequences.

This winter, our climate change
lecture series will shed light on
how the changing climate may
affect our region: past, present,
and potential future. Learning about our natural world will
help us live well on the earth for generations.

Chick Keller discusses climate change on February 16.
Nature Notes, Winter 2016
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The Future of Our Forests
By Nathan McDowell
Los Alamos has seen large forest changes in recent
decades. Wildfires, coupled with insect outbreaks during
a prolonged, warmer-than-average drought, have
radically changed the landscape of northern New
Mexico. While droughts have always and will always
happen, what is new is chronic atmospheric warming.
We now know that this temperature rise is the major
culprit driving forest mortality events globally. Landscape
changes resulting from these disturbances have
consequences on streamflow, wildlife, aesthetics, and
recreation, and they ultimately cause greater climate
warming because of the loss of carbon from the land to
the atmosphere. Like a household thermostat stuck in
the “heat” position, if warming temperatures cause more
trees to die, then more CO2 remains in the atmosphere,
leading to more warming and hence more forest
mortality.

energy consumption, Earth is warmer than it has been
in at least 500,000 years, it is warming at a rate that
we believe is unprecedented, and the warming is
unlikely to stop during our great-grandchildren’s
lifetimes, even with aggressive reductions in fossil
fuel burning and modest increases in CO2 capture.
Forest death is a logical and natural response to
warming, but it is unlikely to stop in the next few
centuries, and this impacts our society.
Are there solutions?
Yes. The “cure” is a 100% transition to sustainable
energy sources. There are band-aid solutions in
regions like Southwestern USA, such as sustainable
thinning and burning to reduce the risk and impacts

I will be giving a talk in March on this subject as part of
PEEC’s climate change lecture series. As a preface to
the presentation, I’d like to address some of the most
common questions people ask about forest disturbances
in response to warmer droughts.
Is it a depressing subject to study?
This question is the easiest to answer. This is a very
exciting subject to study because it’s a process that
scales from plant tissues to the globe, it is occurring
globally, it impacts local and global communities, and
because this problem is not
going away for as long as we
warm our planet. It is
simultaneously depressing to
study because we find vastly
more bad news than good news.

Nathan McDowell stands among water removal
structures, which simulate drought conditions for the
surrounding trees.
of wildfire and bark beetle
outbreaks. The recent global
agreement on temperature
rise that was negotiated in
Paris is encouraging, and local efforts to protect our
forests are also praiseworthy. Much remains to be
done. Go outside and enjoy the forests we have,
while we can, and simultaneously embrace the
changes as they come.

Go outside and enjoy the
forests we have.

How “normal” are forest mortality events?
There are both positive and negative answers to this
question. Drought-induced mortality has been happening
since long before the Industrial Revolution, and its
acceleration in recent decades serves to “reset” the
system after a century of fire exclusion allowed
unprecedented forest growth. However, before fossil fuel
emissions started, climate temperatures oscillated
around an equilibrium such that warming-associated
mortality was balanced years later by atmospheric
cooling and forest recovery. Due to our current global
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Lecture Series Schedule
February 16 – Effects in the Southwest
March 1 – The Future of New Mexico’s Pikas
March 15 – The Future of Our Forests
March 29 – Understanding the Impact of Drought,
Wildfire and Infestation
April 13 – Where Do We Go from Here?
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Your Support Made a Difference!
By Katherine Watson, Executive Director
You’ve done it again. Thanks to your generous gifts of
time and money, the nature center is
ready to take on 2016. We are so
grateful to have a giving community
of PEEC supporters. You donated to
our annual fund drive, you became a member or
renewed your membership, and you gave your time and
efforts as a volunteer. Together we’ve been able to
connect so many kids and adults with nature.

And from one of our young visitors:
“My favorite I like about the PEEC is
that I could come with my family and
we could come any time.”

“Thank you for being
stewards of the earth….”

I wanted to pass along to you this thanks from one of our
supporters:
“Every week when the PEEC news
comes in, I scroll through and rejoice at
this superb effort on the part of so
many. It’s a tribute to all of you, the
community, nature, and more. I can’t
thank you enough for everything every
one of you do—big jobs and small.
Thank you for being stewards of the
earth and especially our small pinpoint

We’re inspired each day by our
amazing community of PEECers.

Our Mission: Enriching people’s lives
by strengthening their connections to
our canyons, mesas, mountains, and
skies.
PEEC Board of Directors
Felicia Orth, President
Bob Walker, Vice President
Daniel Poretti, Secretary
Nancy Arendt, Treasurer
Michele Altherr, Jeremy Campbell, Craig Martin,
Rebecca Oertel, Karla Sartor, Ann Shafer, and
Hari Viswanathan.

PEEC Staff
Katherine Watson, Executive Director
Jonathan Creel, Director of Interpretation
Siobhan Niklasson, Education Programs Director
Beth Cortright, Nature Center Manager
Kate Barrere, Visitor Services Manager
Sandra West, Marketing Manager
Denise Matthews, Educator

Nature Center
Hours:

Nature Playtimes child happily holds a mealworm
beetle. Photo by Beth Cortright.
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Monday 10-4
Tuesday 10-8
Wednesday 10-4
Closed Thursday
Friday 10-4
Saturday 10-4
Sunday 1-4

Visit us online, too!
www.peecnature.org
facebook.com/peecnature
flickr.com/photos/peec_nature
Download the Los Alamos Trails
app on the iTunes store or
Google Play, and review us on
Trip Advisor
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FEATURED EVENTS

Backcountry Film Festival

JAN. 21

Climate Change: Effects in the S.W.
Planetarium Movie Premiere
A mule deer explores PEEC's wildlife observation
area. Photo by Bob Walker.

Seed-Starting Class

FEB. 16

FEB. 19

FEB. 21 & MAR. 15

Climate Change: Future of Our Forests

FEB. 15

